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Life before Macondo/Deep Horizon/ BP oil spill 

in the Gulf of Mexico.

 Since 2004, Mexico’s oil production has been 

declining…
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…mostly due to the steep fall in Cantarell’s production



Life before Macondo/Deep Horizon/ BP oil spill 

in the Gulf of Mexico.

 Pemex strategy to make up for lost production 

has included:

 Developing Ku-Maloob-Zaap

 Exploiting the Chicontepec (Aceite Terciario del 

Golfo).

 Exploring and producing deep waters, the ¨hidden 

treasure¨.



Life before Macondo/Deep Horizon/ BP oil spill 

in the Gulf of Mexico.

 But…

 Ku-Maloob-Zaap is reaching its peak.

 It represents over 30% of current crude production.

 Chicontepec has been seriously challenged.

 It holds 39% of reserves, but…

 the recuperation factor is less than 0.14% of original 

volume

 Developing deep waters becomes a priority:

 to revert the decline in production.

 to be in a position to address transboundary issues.



Life before Macondo/Deep Horizon/ BP oil spill 

in the Gulf of Mexico.

 Pemex defined 9 areas with significant potential for 

deep water production.
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Life before Macondo/Deep Horizon/ BP oil spill 

in the Gulf of Mexico.



April 20, 2010: the blowout that changed the 

outlook on deep water E&P in the GoM.

 April 20, 2010: Deep Horizon blowout.

 11 people die.

 An estimated 5kbd leak into the GoM, the figure is 

revised on June 15, 2010, to 60kbd.

 Technical and regulatory failures.

 A moratorium is put in place for deep water E&P.

 Serious concern over the environmental and 

economic impact of the spill in the region.

 GoM is the source of 30% of US oil and gas and 

provides over 170,000 jobs; but also major fishery 

industry.



April 20, 2010: the blowout that changed the 

outlook on deep water E&P in the GoM.

 Major efforts have centered on stopping the spill, 

cleaning the oil, improving safety and tightening 

regulation.

 Other countries have also established moratoria or are 

revising their regulatory measures for deep water 

exploration.

 In the midst of this major incident, Mexico is struggling to 

resolve its deep-water dilemma.

 The blowout brought back memories of Mexico's own 

experience with oil spills: the Ixtoc I blowout of 1979 and 

the Usumacinta incident of 2007.



Life after the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico

 Mexico´s oil dilemma: increasing oil production 

implies developing deep waters.

 Mexico does not have the regulation needed to 

produce in a secure manner in deep waters

 Pemex lacks experience and technical capabilities 

to produce in deep waters. 

 Pemex has made significant investments to 

initiate ultra deep-waters E&P

 Maximino drilling is a major Bicentennial project.
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 The initial response of the Mexican government to the 

spill was silence. 

 Pemex has stressed that it will continue with its deep production 

and ultra-deep production plans.

 Regulation and environmental oversight of PEMEX are weak

 But, the Secretary of the Environment has been vocal about the 

risks the spill represents for Mexico and has established a task 

force.

 And, the Professional Counselors of the Board of Directors of 

PEMEX are asking for revised regulation.

 Additional pressure to establish environmental and safety 

regulations is coming from civil society, NGOs, oil experts, and … 

…, perhaps, from outside Mexico.
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 The bilateral statement to initiate negotiations on 

hydrocarbon reservoirs agreements, signed on June 23, 

2010, states:

In light of recent developments in the Gulf of Mexico, both 

governments deem it vital that we work closely together to regulate 

hydrocarbon exploration and production activities near our 

shared maritime boundary in both shallow and deepwater 

environments, thereby ensuring the efficient and equitable 

exploitation of trans-boundary reservoirs with the highest degree of 

safety and environmental standards. We look forward to 

beginning negotiations in the near future.
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 Life after the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico will change for 

E&P production, not only in the US, also in Mexico.

 The oil spill has compromised Mexico’s strategy to 

increase its oil production, as it is likely that costs will be 

higher and regulations more stringent.

 The costs for Mexico of another major spill in the GoM 

are significant as well.

 Mexico should seize the opportunity to define the most 

appropriate regulation and to strengthen the powers of 

its regulator.
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